
English activities

# Title Desciption
Bonus on 

the exam

G1 Dictionary
Create a personal English dictionary during all the semester. Add to it all the words 

identified on the blackboard for this purpose along with their translations. For each 

G2 M1 DA S1
Translate to English the official summaries of the subject areas you are studding in 

1st semester of “Master DA”.

G3 M1 DA S2
Translate to English the official summaries of the subject areas you are studding in 

2nd semester of “Master DA”.

G4 M1 DA S3
Translate to English the official summaries of the subject areas you are studding in 

3rd semester of “Master DA.

G5 Motivation
See the motivation video of Denzel Washington on YT, which includes Arabic and 

English subtitles. Find 10 examples of incomplete or wrong translation.

G6 Algerian idioms Explain in English 15 Algerian idioms. Y

G7 English idioms Explain in English 15 English idioms. If possible, select ones for which there are 

G8 Algerian dances Make a short study on 5 traditional Algerian dances with true video/audio excerpt. Y

G9 Malouf Make a short presentation of the Arab-Andalusian Malouf music of Constantine. Y

G10 Algerian regions Translate an English YT video that presents one of your preferred towns or regions Y

G11 Ibn-battuta Summarize Ibn-battuta biography. Instead, you can summarize one of his travels. Y

G12 One Thousand and One NightsSummarize Wikipedia page on “One Thousand and One Nights” famous tales. Y

G13 English magazine
Make a one-page summary of one of the “English magazine” program of Algerian 

International Radio.
Y

G14 Phone talking Call the teacher by phone (take an appointment); have a conversation with him and 

G15 Email foreing teacher
Write a one-page email to a teacher working in a high school in Dublin who is 

teaching Arabic in order to suggest to him a collaborative work. Detail this work 

G16 English forums Go to a couple of English forums on the net and identify 20 words or abbreviations 

G17 Preventive posters
Get from the teacher a number of preventive posters related to mastering usage of 

screens for children and translate them.

G18 Social media Make a short study about addiction to social media websites

G19 GAFAM Make a short study about the power of the big five GAFAM.

G20 Smoking Make a presentation about the consequences of smoking.

G21 Pupils parents associationPresent 3 concrete objectives a pupils parents association should pursue.

G22 Punctuation rules. List main English punctuation rules. Detail common English acronyms & 

G23 Software for learningMake a short study about software to learn english.

G24 Games for learning Make a short study about games to learn English. 

G25 Food bills
Write one page explaining which specific food imports bills the state should reduce 

in Algeria.
Y

G26 Water Write one page explaining why we should reduce our water consumption in Algeria. Y

G27 Water & energy in university
Write one page telling how much we are paying for water and energy in our 

university and what could we concretely do to reduce it.
Y

G28 University enhancements
Write one page listing concrete enhancements you would have introduced to your 

university.

G29 Big data course
Make a one page summary of Mrs Zertal Big Data course. Ask the teacher for the 

course.

G30 Motivation theories
Translate to English one page summary of some motivation theories. Ask the 

teacher for it.

G31 Stamps
Collect 30 stamps on important scientific characters from Islamic golden age, 

especially Spanish stamps.
Y

G32 BPs emails Write one page on main best practices in using with emails.

G33 Meeting report Write one page on the structure of a meeting report.

G34 Dissertation Write one page on the structure of dissertation.

Y1 AI film
See the film ‘A.I’ (Steven Spielberg). Write one page about the impact of Artificial 

Intelligence on human society. 



Y2 Algerian games
Make a short study on 5 Algerian traditional games. Instead, you can present in 

details one or 2 of these games.
Y

Y3 Algerian music styles
Make a presentation of 10 different Algerian musical styles with true video/audio 

excerpt.
Y

Y4 Emir AeK

Present the Emir “Abdel-Kader Education Project (AEP)” which has been inspired by 

a resident of “Elkader” town in Iowa, USA! https://www.abdelkaderproject.org. This 

project has been presented by one of his leaders on the English magazine of Radio 

International Algeria.

Y

Y5  Kalila & Dimna

Summarize in French or Arabic this study about Kalila and Dimna values described 

through modern classifications of values. (International Education Studies; Vol. 10, 

No. 3; 2017). 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/314134999_Kalila_and_Dimna_as_One_

of_the_Traditional_Antecedents_of_Modern_Classifications_of_Values

Instead, you can make an English presentation of this paper.

Y

Y6 Islamic Golden Age.

For each of the areas below, describe one scientific discovery / creation achieved 

during Islamic Golden Age. Cite the authors, dates and give references. See English 

wikipedia page. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islamic_Golden_Age. Algebra, 

Geometry, Trigonometry, Calculus, Scientific method, Astronomy, Physics, 

Chemistry, Geodesy, Biology, Engineering, Social sciences, Hospitals, Pharmacies, 

Medicine, Surgery

Y

Y7 Jacques Brel
Translate to English the song “Les vieux” and “Ces gens-là” of Jacques Brel. Ask for 

the lyrics and the songs.

Y8 English radio
Design a weekly programming schedule for a daily full English Algerian radio. See 

other radios websites.
Y

Y9 Accents

Find videos showing the following English different accents: Scottish, Irish, Texan, 

American, German, Italian, Algerian, Egyptian, Indian, French, Japanese, South 

African, Spanish, Australian, Nigerian and others you want.

Y10 Google.English vs French
Select 3 topics / questions in different domains and try them in google in French 

language and in English language. Compare the results (quantity, quality).

Y11 scholar healthcare service

Suppose you are working in scholar healthcare service. Make a list of preventive 

critical topics that should be discussed with pupils. Design a poster for one of the 

most critical topic.

Y12 Learn with YT
Present three preferred YouTube videos to learn English among a list of 10 different 

ones. Include videos which teacher uses Arabic as second support language.

Y13 Translation sites
Present in details three translation sites with examples (eg. Linguee, reverso, google 

translate). 15mns max.

Y14 Mobile trranslation appsPresent in details three mobile translation applications with examples. 15mns max.

Y15 Pivot tables Present pivot tables of MS Excel (tableaux croisés dynamiques)

Y16 Self confidence Write one page summarizing tips to increase self-confidence.

Y17 French book
Write a one-page summary of a French book of your choice. Bring the book in 

classroom or send the pdf by email. 

Y18 English book
Write a one-page summary of an English book of your choice. Bring the book in 

classroom or send the pdf by email.

Y19 Slides Write one page on main best practices in communicating with slides.

Y20 Oral comm. Write one page on main best practices in communicating orally in a presentation.

Y21 Comm. On meetingWrite one page on main best practices in communicating on a meeting.

R1 3 desert town

Make a presentation of at least 3 towns from the list below using aerial photos from 

Google maps (sat) and normal photos of the main sites / monuments these towns: 

Adrar, Timimoune, Tamenrasset, Djanet, Illizi, Ain Salah, Ghardaia, Ain assafra, 

Bachar, EL-oued, Ourgla



R2 3 maghrebian towns

Make a presentation of at least 3 towns from the list below (one from each country) 

using aerial photos from google maps (sat) and normal photos of the main sites / 

monuments these towns: Fez, Meknes, Kairouan, Tunis, Tripoli, Benghazi, Cairo, 

Assouan.

R3 3 arabic towns

Make a presentation of at least 3 towns from the list below using aerial photos from 

google maps (sat) and normal photos of the main sites / monuments these towns: El-

kods, Mecca, Madina, Beirut, Damascus, Baghdad, Dubai, Mascat, Doha, Manama, 

Kuweit, Sana'a, Djibouti, Khartoum, Mogadishu

R4 AI ontologies Translate a pptx course on AI Ontologies. Ask the teacher for the course. Y

R5 AI Genetic Algos. Translate a pptx course on AI Genetic Algorithms. Ask the teacher for the course. Y

R6 English statistics
Make a short study about English language statistics through the world (countries, 

people, business, research, etc.)
Y

B1 Free topic

You don't like these topics? And/or you like another specific topic? No pb. !  Make a 

15mns presentation about any subject you would like to share with your 

colleagues!!!


